
Players: 2 - 4
Age: 6+
Game Length: 20 - 40 min

Package Contains:

- Board 15 pieces

Major piece 4x Minor piece 2x

Middle Piece 1x Teleport  4x Player Base 4x

- Characters 20 pieces (each in 4 colors)
4x Pyramid
4x Cube Type 1
4x Cube Type 2
4x Pentagon
4x Sphere

- Player Color Triangle 4x One color for every player
- Mines 4x For each player
- Kryštály 9x

- Standard Dice 1x

Goal of every player is to: A) Get 3 times to the home piece with any character
B) Get each character to max level (experience)

- First player to achieve A) or B) wins the game



Start of the Game

Before game starts it is necessery to assemble board pieces based on number of players (see pictures below). 
Middle piece should contain crystals that represent game points. Number of crystals is based on number of players 
with formula: 2 for each player plus 1 extra. Each player takes 4 characters of his or her color and places them on the
Player Base on corresponding character symbol. Each player can only have one attacker character. Choice is 
between Archer and Rider. At the start of the game, each player spawns one of the characters from Player Base and 
places it on the Start Piece.
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Rules

1 At the start of the game each player rolls the dice. Player with the lowest number goes first. If two or more 
players roll the same lowest number, they keep rolling the dice until one of them has the lowest number.

2 When player rolls a 6, he receives an extra turn with new dice roll, which occurrs after given player moves 
with any character (i.e. Completes the turn). This repeats for each 6 roll, indefinitely.

3 If start piece is empty, player spawns new character of his or her choosing at the start and the end of that 
players turn.

4 Characters on the start piece don't activate their abilities.
5 During character movement, character goes over opponents characters in its movement path. Pieces with 

characters on it are counted regularly as part of the path.
6 If character lands on teleport piece, it automatically moves to the next teleport piece in order.
7 Teleport does not occurr when target teleport piece contains other character of the same player. On the 

other hand, if teleport target contains opponent's character, player on turn moves the character to the target teleport 
piece and kills the opponent  character.

8 When character ends up on a piece with opponent's character on it, the opponents character is killed and 
moved to the Player Base on corresponding symbol. Players can kill opponent's characters in various other ways 
(see chapter Abilities).

9 Characters that end up on the home piece, go back to the Player Base on corresponding symbol. They are
available for spawning at the end or start of the turn. Player that moved his or her character to the home piece 
receives 1 game point represented by crystals in the middle. Player with 3 crystals wins the game.

10 In order to move character to the home piece, exact roll is not necessary. Higher rolls move character to 
the home piece as well.

11 Player receives experience points for every killed opponent's character (there are other ways to gain 
experience points described in section Abilities).



Abilities

Each character represented by it's corresponding class symbol has a unique ability used by player troughout the 
game. Every player has 4 different characters with different abilities.

Hero - Scout
Attack - Rider or Archer
Mine - Miner
Aura - Tower

Scout

Scout's ability is that it gives it's player owner an extra turn with extra roll (same as when player rolls 6). Scout with 
level 1 gives extra turn when player rolls 1. Scout with level 2 gives extra turn when player rolls 1 or 2. Scout with 
level 3 gives extra turn when player rolls 1, 2 or 3. This ability is activated only after player chooses to perform action 
(move) with scout. If other character is moved, this ability is not activated.

Rider

Rider can kill characters that are not directly on its destination piece. Rider attacks characters in opposite direction of 
the movement on the board (i.e. counter clock-wise). Rider with level 1 kills characters 1 extra piece back. Rider level
2 kills characters 2 extra pieces back. Rider level 3 kills characters 3 extra pieces back. Rider also kills character on 
the destination piece (same as other characters). This means that Rider can kill multiple characters at once, but only 
after it has moved. Player receives experience point for every killed opponents character.

Archer

Archer is very similar to Rider, but attacks forward pieces (i.e. In clock-wise direction).
Miner

Miner leaves mines on piece that it is moving from. This ability is activated after movement with Miner character and 
when following conditions are met: Miner level 1 leaves a mine when player owner rolled 1. Miner level 2 leaves a 
mine when player owner rolled 1 or 2. Miner level 3 leaves a mine when player owner rolled 1, 2 or 3. Every miner 
has 4 mines, that can all be on board at the same time (but no more than 4). If any character steps on a piece with 
mine on it, that mine is removed from the board and returned to Player Base and it can be used next turn. If 
opponent's character ends up on a piece with mine, that character is killed and mine owner receives 1 experience 
point. When character of the same player owner as the mine ends up on the piece with mine, that character is not 
killed. Player receives 1 experience point and removes mine from the board and in to the Player Base for next use.



Tower

Towers abilitiy is aura. Aura reaches 4 pieces forward and 4 pieces backward from the piece that the Tower is 
standing on. Aura range is the same on each level. Players characters under the influence of his or her Tower aura 
can be saved from kill (this is applied to the Tower itself). Save from the kill is determined by a dice roll, which is rolled
after opponent chosed to move/attack any character under aura influence. Tower level 1 saves a character when 
defense roll is 1. Tower level 2 saves a character when defense roll is 1 or 2. Tower level 3 saves a character when 
defense roll is 1, 2 or 3. Saved character remains on its original piece. Character that was attacking moves on the 
next free piece in the opposite direction (i.e. counter clock-wise), if it lands on teleport piece, teleport is not activated. 
For every successful character save, that player receives 1 experience point.



Experience Points

Players indicate their characters levels on the Player Base piece using sliding parts. Every player starts with 
characters on level 1 – in which case the slider part is on the bottom. Character reaches level 2 if it gains one more 
experience points and level 3 if it gains 4 more experience points. Player can distribute experience points in any 
fashion, it is not limited to the character that obtained the experience point. Character levels are indicated by the 
horizontal lines on the Player Base.

Start State Example

Scout -1 experience
- level 1

Archer -5 experience
- level 3

Miner -2 experience
- level 2

Tower -4 experience
- level 2

Tower and Archer examples

- Tower has aura which reaches 4 pieves forward and backward on each level.
- Archer level 3 has attack range of 3 extra pieces forward as shown in the example above.


